Abstract-The train mixed operation on the electrified railway road network of general speed, resulting in frequent action of overload protection of substation traction transformer. This paper designed the engineering framework under the traction transformer power loss of economic operation, by means of the configuration software rich characteristics. The object oriented framework is constructed. The target of real-time / historical data and curve graphics interface is realized by the definition of data objects. The traction transformer monitoring system for high performance, high reliability and highly specialized is designed configuration. Simulation results show that the visualization of data and processes to meet the needs assessment traction transformer economic operation state, especially the digital traction transformer protection monitoring reconstruction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Along with the interconnection of Chinese region economy, high-speed rail network also built more and more in Chinese area, but has not formed a national network scale. On parts of Chinese western and middle and eastern, China Railway High-Speed (CRH) train and electric mult iple unit (EMU) train running on general speed railway network , the traction power supply ability for general speed electrified railway is a very big test. Domestic and foreign relevant research specialists have been continuously published relative research findings on recent years [1~8] . Consensus is: CRH, EMU and heavy haul train through train to make the design ability of traction load of general speed railway network rapid saturation or short term exceeded the long term design goals. The electrified railway traction power supply uninterrupted power supply ability and the power supply quality is deteriorated, which interferes with the traction power supply network normal operation order, while increasing the capacity overhead of the local power supply system. The literature [1] [2] [3] is more concerned with how does not change in the basis capacity of traction transformer; reasonably determine the ratio of traction transformer overload, adjustment protection setting, improvement of train tracking interval. The literature [4] [5] [6] [7] pput forward that overload and life losses of traction transformer were related [4] , needed to improve the traction transformer capacity [5] , the equipment state monitoring network or system health monitoring and evaluation needs to include the traction transformer monitor [6~7] . But for the traction transformer and traction load saving power mechanism and monitoring control analysis is negative.
The literature [8] presented in transformer state assessment, in addition to static numerical state (experimental data, operation information, historical data, family defect), parts state parameters vary trend is also important factors to affect the evaluation result. The online detection and state assessment of transformer comb ined will help to imp rove the timeliness and the accuracy of the transformer state assessment. The literature [9] presented the concept of the transformer economic life fro m the transformer economic operation's angle. It points out that the quantitative assessment of the economic life of transformer, through dynamic comparison, obtains the transformer running factor at different time, different load characteristics, and different operation mode after the implementation， management concept of the best economic life of the biggest.
Based on the mechanism analysis of traction transformer economic operation earlier stage [10] [11] , with the help of Embedded Configuration Software "WYSIW YG(What You See Is What You Get)" advantage, a traction substation as an examp le, a traction transformer economic operation monitoring system is designed and implement. The simulation results not only realizes the real-time data of traction transformer running state and real-time curve online, can also save the historical data and historical curve, change trend of past conditions of traction transformer reproduction of part state variables, to validate the measurement and control system, Can meet the monitoring data and process of traction transformer economic operation of the electrified railway.
II. INTRODUCTION MCGS CONFIGURAT ION SYST EM
The MCGS configuration software has the rich animation configuration, extensible interface open, real-time database, software system includes two part configuration and operating environment. Configuration of the equivalent of a complete set of software tools to help the user, application system design and construct their own. The operating environment is in accordance with the MCGS configuration engineering structural configuration of the environment, running in user specified manner, and various processing, complete the user configuration design of the goals and features.
The configuration results storage database area unit, not only is the numerical variables, including feature variables (attributes) and method of operation of the variable, namely the data object. The results of the configuration database by using the object oriented technology, provides the service for the other part, providing all the functional parts of the system data sharing. The results of the configuration of MCGS system has International Conference on Computer Information Systems and Industrial Applications (CISIA 2015) been completed the transition to the operating environment fro m the configuration database, once the configuration is complete, the operating environment and the database of the configuration results can leave configuration environment and run independently on the monitoring computer.
The establishment engineering of MCGS configuration software is consist by the main window, window, window, the user equipment in real time database and operating strategy of the five parts, each part of each configuration operation, do different work, with different characteristics.
III. EXAMPLES OF THE CONFIGURAT ION DESIGN
Before starting the instance configuration engineering system, first for the project are analyzed, in order to grasp the overall structure, process, project implementation function and how to realize these function. The examples of design experience, a lot of the initial contact with the software personnel, lack of understanding of this step, the debugging stage, deletion of variables will appear a lot of problems just passable, should carry out the design of configuration system in the full understanding of engineering background and engineering process.
A. Examples of profiles
The active power loss with different types, different capacity of traction transformer and different capacity of the same type transformer load reactive power loss, power loss rate and the critical power active power loss and synthesis power loss of real-time data and real-time curve display for the purpose, requirement with the transformer operating screen, operation to meet the requirements of electrical control the site, historical data and historical curve, must have the safety mechanism, system login required permissions management. Parameters of traction transformer examples are shown in Table. 1. 
B. Structure Control System Framework
The 7 user windows: cover, the economical transformer operation, real-time data and curves of 1 ~ 3, the statements of historical, historical curve. Allow three kinds of graphic objects is the graphics and icons and animation member. Allow seven windows open, also can let a user window as the toolbar at the top, or placed at the bottom as a status bar.
The 7 main menus: system management, economic transformer operation, real-time data and curves of 1 ~ 3, the reports of historical, historical curve. The main window contains the system menu, the system parameters, such as boot parameters, which determine the overall contour and running process of the control engineering.
The 4 sub menus: user login, logout, user management, password modification. Determine the operator, admin istrator and software maintenance staff login and operation authority, guarantee the site after the implementation of the access violation operation, avoid false operation. The 4 Strategies: start strategy, exit strategy, circular strategy, and historical data. Strategy is to achieve effective control of the means of the system operation process. A framework provides the strategy itself is only system, strategy condition and function blocks and realize the effective control of the system operation process.
C. Statistical data object
Software point information is shown in Table. 2. With respect to the tractor monitoring software for substation thousands of variables, dispatch command center monitoring software of tens of thousands of variables, configuration software for traction transformer economic operation has the capacity of software overhead is small, the configuration cycle is short, practical characteristics. (2) The current path: achieved by flow blocks. Once the system is running to open this window, flow block dynamic display is the current path flow, visual effect is good.
D. Making Graphics 1) Traction transformer economic operation window:
(3) The transformer load rate, the main transformer capacity control: through the sliding input device. Traction transformer load rate is in the range between 0~1, capacity between 0~50M VA . Traction transformer used in the load capacity of 50M VA economic rate is about 30%, the initial load rate is only 28%. According to this kind of traction transformer overload limit of 2 times 50 M VA capacity upper limit set.
(4) The transformer load rate, the main transformer capacity, low voltage switchgear, low voltage switch 2, high-voltage switch 1, h igh voltage switch 2, 5 data and chart display: achieved by label component.
2)
Data display window: (1)Real time data: implementation of real-time data by free form co mponent 
E. Process Control
Through the realization of circular strategy in the script block strategy. Form and structure of operation strategy is similar to that of PLC ladder diagram programming language, but the more graphic, the more object-oriented. The complex functions. The realization process is relatively simple. Programming syntax is similar to ordinary Basic language, in the background by the independent thread to handle.
F. Security Mechanism
Security management can through the user rights management, project safety management and script programming. Example of the realization of engineering safety management is through by project password. That control by setting group and user to operate authority.
G. Configuration Check
Wrong configuration will lead to unexpected results, to develop a good habit of checking the accuracy of configuration. Always check the links, check the configuration file before, all configuration after the completion of the work, a unified configuration check for the entire file, problems timely correction.
IV. SIMULATION TO REALIZE Even if the whole file was been through the configuration syntax check, want into configuration running environment, the comprehensive test and check is also necessary. First, the communication check is correctly. Second, engineering is downloaded successfully no false. Third, simu lation operation can be done, too. All realized interfaces are shown in Figure. 1～Figure.9. 
V. THE NEXT STEP OF WORK
This example does not take into account the alarm setting permissions. The protection operation authority of traction transformer has remote (scheduling command center remote control), direct (in the traction substation control panel direct manipulation) and single alone (operation protection body unit) three kinds of mode of operation. Protection setting requires overall consideration, hand operation. While the alarm thresholds need to import fro m an external database. An economic indicator in the transformer is not involved in running the alarm problem. The next research direction is the external database import and internal database data the second time processing.
VI. CONCLUSION
Aimed at the electrified railway traction transformer economic operation analysis to quantify indicators and trends reproduction and other issues, the configuration control system is designed based on energy consumption analysis of the traction transformer economic operation. Examp les showed the advantage is through historical statements and history curve can reproduce the processes (variables of load rate and transformer capacity) various power loss data and change trend and so on. The configuration software is rich external interface device; others' embedded systems interface convenience. The configuration engineering reduces the capacity overhead of the traction power supply dispatching and the monitoring system, and can meet the visual requirements for load data and process of the traction transformer economic operation evaluation system. The ord inary electrified railway expansion speed or via CRH、EM U and heavy haul train and other circumstances, the configuration engineering of the traction transformer state evaluation can shorten the software development cycle, reduce cost, effectively imp rove the timeliness of assessment. That is the optimization scheme of transformer protection monitoring of digital upgrade transformation.
